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Back to the future! Return to the world of Creatura, where you can breed your digital aquarium and
manage your species. You can design a new ecosystem or recreate entire biomes using your digital

resources. Sell it! Market new species, and see how your customers appreciate them. You can design
your aquarium, make an ecosystem, and even make houses. Or, simply just relax. Beautiful creature

designs, stunning environment designs, plants and animals, impressive water effects, deep game
mechanics and music that are simply breathtaking will surround you in this fantasy journey filled with

ideas! Remain an unknown in the crowd of Creatura! One of the best-looking free online games that you
can find. The realistic graphics and stunning story and gameplay will make you laugh and cry. Not only

that, this game will provide you with all of the above, but in the form of a great story, detailed gameplay
and many hidden things. If you want to learn more about it, check out the official Creatura website.

About This Game Seed, Breed, Create. From single cell organisms to complex ecosystems. Creatura is a
virtual aquarium/terrarium tank to manage and simulate evolution from the very ground up. Every plant

and animal inside takes part in natural and artificial selection, creating unlimited possibilities in
simulating or recreating unique environments and pets, while being scientifically accurate with up-to-
date biology research and helping to understand Charles Darwin and Gregor Mendel great discoveries

with simple and captivating gameplay. Return to the world of Creatura, where you can breed your digital
aquarium and manage your species. You can design a new ecosystem or recreate entire biomes using
your digital resources. Sell it! Market new species, and see how your customers appreciate them. You

can design your aquarium, make an ecosystem, and even make houses.
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ground up. Every plant and animal inside takes part in
natural and artificial selection, creating unlimited

possibilities in simulating or recreating unique
environments and pets, while being scientifically

accurate with up-to-date biology research and helping to
understand Charles Darwin and Gregor Mendel great

discoveries with simple and captivating gameplay. Title:
Creatura Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy

Developer: Koksny.com Publisher: Koksny.com Release
Date: 29 Oct, 2018 Steam: About This Game Seed,

Breed, Create. From single cell organisms to complex
ecosystems. Creatura is a virtual aquarium/terrarium
tank to manage and simulate evolution from the very

ground up. Learn more and find out where you can get
Creatura as a free desktop application at

www.creatura.com. It has been designed from the
ground up for Windows, Mac and Linux users. For more

information, visit the Creatura website and download the
Create your own free Creatora vivarium browser game!
Creatura is a small, peaceful life simulation. You will be
responsible for the evolution of all the flora and fauna
around you, when you enter the game and create a
virtual tank - a project vivarium. With over 1 million
downloads, creators are still creating interesting and
original projects. This game is currently available for
Windows only, with English, French, Italian, German,

Spanish, Japanese and Russian localizations. 5ec8ef588b
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